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Q The BG News
"A Commitment to Excellence"

Wednesday, October 12,1994

Bowling Green, Ohio

Iraqi citizens grow weary
of international embargo
by Nell MacFarquhar
The Associated Press
BAGHDAD, Iraq - The
counters at Iraqi Airways offices
are staffed every morning despite the absence of flights since
the 1991 Gulf War.
Traffic hums across rebuilt
bridges, but dirt and garbage collect on streets that once were
pristine. A chicken costs an
average month's salary.
Iraqis said Tuesday that the
country is crumbling under the
weight of an international blockade that has little chance of toppling President Saddam Hussein.
"People want to eat. People
want to live in peace. They don't
care about the regime. They
don't care much about educating

Volume 80, Issue 36

Light my way

themselves. They have lost their
Iraqis feel their country has
ambition," said Walid, a school- been complying with UN. conditeacher.
tions for lifting the sanctions,
There is a sense of relief that a which were imposed after the
looming confrontation may be 1990 invasion of Kuwait.
ebbing. After the United States
vowed to confront might with
■ Local Gulf War veterans give
mightier, the Iraqis declared
they were pulling their forces their views on the current situaback from the Kuwaiti border. tion in the Middle East / page 4.
The United States is unconvinced.
Iraq met one of the primary
Foreign diplomats in Baghdad,
however, doubt that Saddam is conditions by allowing the U.N.
about to repeat his 1990 invasion to destroy its weapons of mass
destruction and to set up a moniof Kuwait.
Iraqis and foreign diplomats toring system. It hopes an upsay Saddam's threats to use his coming report by the U.N. Spearmy again were a desperate cial Commission will lead to a
ploy that worked: It grabbed the lifting of the sanctions.
The trade embargo "is not realworld's attention, pushing the
United Nations' trade sanctions
Sec GULF, page three.
back into the spotlight.

USG investigates options
for Union improvements
by Robin Coe
The BC News

Undergraduate Student
Government discussed issues including the University Union,
parking problems on campus,
public safety and volunteer recruiting with
students Tuesday night during an open
forum.
tttf
nmuKi
tBMMMWMg
Students who •muxtumtxtan
NTMm»
missed the
meeting can
obtain a student union survey form from
40S Student
Services Building in the USG office or attend the next open
forum Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. to
voice their concerns about the
University.
"We want as much input a possible," USG Vice President Bill
Wilson said.
USG is looking for feedback
concerning many of the issues

CHIP
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The possibility of expanding
that will be important during this
academic year, including possi- the lab was discussed. Currently,
ble renovations to the University many students have problems usUnion.
"A lot of people believe yes we
need a new Union, and someone
needs to take a first step. USG is
doing that," Wilson said.
"Our Union is not a student
USG and other students
union at all," USG President Jendiscussed possibly
nifer Mathe said. "It doesn't
expanding the Union
cater to the needs of students at
the University."
computer lab.
Some of the topics discussed
were bringing in outside busi_/ Students also discussed
nesses to compete with Food
KM the option of bringing
Operations, expanding the Union
outside food chains into
computer lab and putting it on
• the Union.
another floor, and moving the
Off-campus Commuter Center to
Another idea discussed
the Union. Issues regarding the
by USG was to move
Union ballroom were also raised.
the Off-campus Student
Amy Kover, a senior biology
and environmental science
Center into the Union.
major, said she thinks the Union
computer lab is an important ing computers at the lab because
place because many students use they are not always available.
the lab.
Currently, USG does not think
"I would definitly think the building a new Union is the best
Union lab would stay," Kover
said.
See COALITION, page four.

USG discusses
Union options
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The BC Newi/Ron Wellmer

Freshman psychology major Michael Robltaille basks in the late afternoon sun In Oak Grove Cememtery while taking personal time with a special book Monday evening. "I have always liked cemeteries.
I don't ever hear people in here," Robitallle said.

Mother speaks out against hazings
by Andrea L. Hedberg
The BG News
Sleep deprivation, calisthenic
exercise sessions, brandings,
road trips, blindfolded kidnappings, mental abuse and physical
harm are all forms of hazing, according to Eileen Stevens, founder of the Committee to Halt
Useless College Killings.
Stevens spoke to the University's Greek community Monday
night about her personal experi-

ences with hazing.
She said CHUCK is an acronym
named in memory of her son,
Chuck Stenzel, who died of acute
alcohol poisoning in a fraternity
hazing Incident in 1978 at Alfred
University in upstate New York.
CHUCK'S purpose includes informing the public of hazing
which might otherwise go unnoticed, educating about antihazing legislation and laws, and
documenting deaths and Injuries
resulting from hazing.

A Look at the Statistics that Shape the University

Number of Students in v
Resident Halls
jg

"Hazing is a crime and by allowing it to
continue you jeopardize your own existence
here at the University."

307

by Chris Malanga
RadioActive with Mike and
Norm, the new talk show on
WFAL, Is presenting the first annual RadioActive Dating Game
tonight.

The show will be broadcast live
from Founders Quadrangle and
simulcast on WFAL-AM 680 from
10 p.m. until midnight
"The show will take the form of
The Dating Game television
show," said Norm Van Ness, cohost of the show. "We will have
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founder of CHUCK

"Tragedy has a way of getting
our priorities in order, but sometimes we don't get a second
chance," Stevens said.

"Hazing is a crime and by allowing it to continue you jeopar-

Ashley Batchelder Chapman Complon Conklin

634

two contestants, a male and a fe- choice as to which of the bachemale, one per hour. The contes- lors or bachelorettes they would
tants will get to ask questions of like to go out with, said Mike Picthe three bachelors or bache- cirillo, co-host of the show.
lorettes who will be at another
"The lucky couples will
location."
At the end of each hour, the receive a night out on the town"
contestant will make his or her Piccirillosaid.

CAMPUS

The annual Music and Arts
Festival wilt feature renowned
composer John Corigliano. The
schedule of festival events is
listed.
«■ Page 4.
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Radio Active brings back Dating Game
The BG News
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CITY
Local state representative
candidates Randall Gardner and
Bruce Purdy tell why they should
win the election.
«*■ Page 5.
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SPORTS
With the NHL season
potentially being lost, the Falcon
hockey draft picks reflect on their
future. .
«* Page 6.
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WEATHER
Mostly sunny. High in upper
60s. Southeast winds 5 to 10 mph.
Tonight, mostly clear. Low in
the lower 40s.
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Iraqi leader may be
perceived as genius
It is often said that history repeats itself. It currently looks that way along the Kuwaiti border.
In August 1990, Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein
amassed his troops and invaded the small Arab country of Kuwait. A few months later, American troops,
along with a coalition of other countries, pushed
Saddam and his army back into Iraq. With sanctions
as part of their defeat, economic restrictions were
imposed which today have wreaked devastation onto
Iraq.
In 1990, Saddam Hussein was perceived as a madman.
In 1994, Hussein may be perceived as a genius.
In light of recent diplomatic actions to avoid conflict, war and death, Hussein may have built up his
troops along the Kuwaiti border for a very direct
reason - to cause tension, gain world attention and
the involvement of the United States.
As in similiar situations with North Korea and
Haiti, a sizeable show of force by the United States
military precluded the introduction of America's
weapon of peace - former President Jimmy Carter.
It should not be ruled out that Saddam Hussein has
caused a fair amount of attention with the placement
of his "military exercises" to provoke the tensions of
war.
Once these tensions were in place, he could say
that the only way situations could be rectified is to
send in Jimmy Carter for peace negotiations. This is
totally plausible because Carter has proved himself
as a competent negotiator and peacemaker.
Once in the country, Hussein would show Carter
what the sanctions have done to his people, how his
children starve and his society is perishing. The only
way to bring about an end to his situation -- and one
which would make the whole world happy -- is to
drop the sanctions. In return, he would divert his
troops from the border.
Another case of history repeating itself.
Only a true madman would think that his forces
could stand up to one of the most powerful militaries
in the world. Hussein lost the first time when he had
something of an upper hand. If fighting were to begin today it would be a massacre.
Saddam Hussein is not a madman.

U.S. troops deserve our support
Here we go again.
Almost four years to the day,
Saddam Hussein is massing
troops at the Kuwait border. His
intentions are unclear; then
again, parking 80,000 troops
within miles of the border does
retain the posture of hostile intent. To say these are just "routine maneuvers" is akin to saying
Hurricane Andrew was breezy
with showers.
We can only wonder what is going through Saddam's mind at
this point. After being on the receiving end of one of the most
brutal military operations in recent history, this guy and his
willing cronies are back for
more.
The matter, however, is very
serious. Any time U.S. troops are
sent abroad we need to evaluate
the how and why of their mission.
Simply deploying them and then
standing back feeling good about
ourselves because we "did something" is a mistake we can not
make again.
The lessons we learned in Somalia were expensive ones, and
we owe our men and women in
uniform the opportunity to do
what it is they do best: kill people
and break things.
Harsh as it may sound, that is
what the military is there for.
It is right to question why we
are going back to the Middle
East. We soundly defeated the
Iraqis. Why is it they have the
ability to pull this now? There are
many reasons.
Firstly, Saddam still has absolute power, and absolute power
does something weird to people.

Commitment has
yet to be proven
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"Van Ness
Having people fawn over you
day in and day out eventually
corrupts your minr" into thinking
the entire world is doing it, also.
You begin to think you are invincible. Only a good smack in the
noggin, or a couple of 2500-pound
laser-guided bombs, can snap
you back into reality.
A lot of folks in the media are
asking questions, mainly, why
didn't we get Saddam the first
time around? The answer here is
simple. The coalition forces had
met the objectives of ejecting
Iraq from Kuwait and protecting
Saudi Arabia from invasion.
In the process, we vaporized 80
percent of his military capability. For all intents and purposes,
the game was over.
Yes - we had the troops and
equipment in place to take Baghdad; but at what cost? To get
Saddam would have meant
bloody door-to-door fighting
which could have lasted for days,
and still would not have guaranteed his capture.
The generals in charge decided
the loss of American lives was
not worth his capture. The objec-

fenses may be stretched too far.
When the Clinton administration
did its "Bottom-up Review" of
the military, it decided that we
must maintain at least enough
firepower and troops to handle
two "Gulf Wars" at one time. Unfortunately, Congress began salivating at the money they could
get their mitts on and cut the military budget beyond what even
the White House suggested.
The result - we had to call up
RESERVES to go to piss-ant
Haiti! Now we have another
crisis on our hands in the Persian
Gulf. Question is, where are the
troops going to come from? It is a
good thing that Haiti is near resolution.
All we can hope for is a blink
from Saddam. But should duty
call, we must show our support
for the men and women in uniform. Some will pay the ultimate
sacrifice so that you and I can enjoy our way of life. And all they

"Any time U.S. troops are sent abroad we
need to evaluate the how and why of their
mission. Simply deploying them and then
standing back feeling good about ourselves
because we "did something" is a mistake we
can not make again."
leaders think one necessary.
Will Saddam push his luck
again? I dont think so. But then
again, no one thought he was stupid enough to try it the first time.
He did, and he paid dearly.
My only concern is that our de-

as for is your support and respect.
God speed to our troops in the
Gulf.
Norman Van Ness is a weekly
columnist for The News.
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copy chief
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Norman

tives were met, and they chose to
send the troops home.
It is to easy to say "If Bush had
taken care of business the first
time around..." But what would
we have said if we lost 300 soldiers in street fighting in Baghdad? Then Bush would have been
a warmonger. I think the right
choice was made.
If Saddam is going to be removed from power, it will have to
come from within. I think our
only mistake in the entire conflict was our failure to help the
Kurds when they wanted to fight
back. A few well placed guerillas
can be very effective.
As hard as it is for me to say,
Clinton and his staff are handling
this the right way. We need to
bolster the Kuwaiti defenses, and
we are doing so. To do anything
less would be a slap in the face to
our Arab allies in the region. I
would even support a preemptive strike, should military

/
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The News:A commitment to
excellence.! Immmm mm...
Let's see, I'm not a journalism
major, nor am I an expert when it
comes to newspaper philosophy
and the like. Still, I seem to recall, from the limited training I've had, that a paper should Include several characteristics
when defining its objectives.
The first, and most important,
is reporting the truth. Sure, one
can go for rounds about the ambiguity this term carries with it.
But in general, I bet you'd
receive little argument that the
truth entails such components as
presenting information in an unbiased manner that is as close to
fact as possible. If information
cannot be verified as correct, an
editor may be wise to omit it. In
my experience, people read
newspapers to be Informed of the
truth.
And I believe there is another
goal, although some may argue.
The newspaper of a certain
community should work at improving that community. That
doesnt mean polishing over realityFor instance, a paper might
uncover a scandal and report it,
exposing corruption in that
community. Logically, that environment is improved when the
people, who know the truth,
chose to abolish that particular

institution. In some cases, a
community is heightened by
praise and sometimes by scorn.
The recent coverage of USG
has failed to uphold these journalistic virtues. In numerous instances, information presented
as factual has been blatantly incorrect. In most cases, these published inconsistencies have mislead the readership of the actual
goals and ideals of the current
USG administration.
The News has also taken the
next step to form official opinions and positions based on these
errors. There is no problem with
divergent viewpoints; but when
these ideas, which are based on
false Information, reach the
minds of the reader, a false Impression is transferred. One begins to wonder whether The
News has an ax to grind with this
organization.
And as for aspect of community improvement, I dont think I'm
going too far in accusing The
News of failing to work towards
the betterment or this University
as the result of the recent USG
coverage.
The constant bombardment of
negatives - unjustly founded t are currently working towards
unfavorable student attitudes
about a government that represents them.
If the The News were really
concerned about improving conditions Involving students, they
would join with USG in creating a
favorable image of an institution
that lacks corruption and longs

for change on this campus.
USG is not perfect. We have
made, and will make, mistakes.
But it is hard for me to believe
that constructive criticism,
rather than malicious mudslinging, will not do more for to improve an Institution that is t.-ying
hard to work for students.
David Huthmacher
USG Chief-of-Staff

Replace talk shows
with old sitcoms
Amid the many recent claims
of America's loss of Innocence
and moral values, one prime example stands out as a precursor
to society's doom - television
talk shows.
In an age of moral strife, one
witnesses a microcosm of ethical
decay on shows like "Ricki
Lake," "Jenny Jones" and "Geraldo."
Audiences are bombarded with
intellectually Insulting programming consisting of guests
telling all about their fettlshes
for three-legged lesbians or
wives finding their husbands
with six Chippendale Dancers.
The shift from entertaining
daily programming to moral
trash has been drastic; afternoons once spent watching "Hogan's Heroes" or "The Brady
Bunch" are now contemptibly
filled with shows glorifying indi-

viduals who choose to have numerous extra-marital affairs or
get three sex-change operations.
There was once a time when
talk shows. In their infancy, were
somewhat informative and stimulating, consisting of topics
relevant to that time, and guests
were considered experts in their
respective fields. Indeed, talk
shows have come a long way,
both in the topics covered, and
the sheer number of shows that '
exist.
Some time ago I could come
home from school and watch ancient sitcom reruns like "Bewitched" and "Corner Pyle." Unfortunately, these have been relegated to Nick at Nite, because
dally television consists of such
award-winning programs as
"Marilou" and "Montel Williams."
I am starting to realize that it's
not the guests themselves I find
repulsive, for there will always
be image-hungry idiots eager to
sell themselves, but it is the actual shows I find holding the
majority of the responsibility.
In limiting the amount of talk
shows on television, perhaps we
could limit the amount of Idiocy
coming into our living rooms
every day.
Jeff Harris
Sophomore
Political Science
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1 Tell all
2 Nimbus
3 Train track
4 Baseball relief
pitchers
5 Oolong, e.g.
6 Curved
structure
7 Preferences
6 Teaching
session

Public announcement
The Clough Street railroad
crossing will be closed for repairs starting today. It is unknown when the repairs will be
completed.

Four charged in teens'
deaths

aim TUM H «- Ws K
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9 Football attack
10 Pome fruit
11 Aleutian Island

12 Dregs
14 Picture painters
20 Have an — to
the ground
22 Composer of
verse
24 Whirls
26 Of the mouth
27 Start
28 Stringed
instrument
29 Chairs
31 Eagle's claw
32 Happy
expression
35 Soak
37 Grain of a
plant
40 Animation
43 Collected
44 Penny
48 Floral design
48 Weklng
poles
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LANCASTER, Ohio - A woman,
her teen-age son and two friends
shared a pizza after disposing of
evidence linking them to the
shootings of two high-school girls
found dead in a burning barn, authorities said Tuesday.
Elsie Sheets, 54, of Baltimore,
Ohio, "made a pizza for everyone" after helping Robert Sheets
Jr., IS, and his friends Robert
Daniel, 16, of Whitehall, and
Sonya Hawkins, 19, of Baltimore,
dispose of incriminating pieces
of clothing, Fairfield County
Sheriff Gary DeMastry said.
Daniel and the younger Sheets
were charged Tuesday with the
aggravated murder of Abby
Marie Worrell and Jamie Kay
Kelley, both 16. Both face juvenile charges but a prosecutor said
Tuesday he would seek to try the
two as adults. Hawkins was
charged with complicity to commit aggravated murder.
As she was being led from her
son's hearing Tuesday, Mrs.
Sheets told reporters that she and
her son were "guilty, because we
was there."
But she denied that her son
killed the girls. She later denied
that she participated in the murders.
Robert Sheets is also charged

Maatercard/Vlaa accepted
Cany Out Available

DeMastry said the arrests
came after Hawkins' mother and
stepfather reported some guns
stolen Sunday. One is a .45-caliber handgun believed to be the
murder weapon.
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16 years ago

"Ufa lace it, nMy braina tliia big,
every day la a bad hair day."

In The News
For more than three hours Thursday
Ham Chapin thoroughly entertained
a very enthusiastic and appreciative
audience in Anderson Arena.
Chapin divided the concert into
two segments, and his tasteful songs
and easy rapport with the audience
left everybody ready for more.
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$5.00 in advance 8:00 p.m.
$7.00 at the door
COME FOR A NIGHT YOU"LL NEVER FORGET

HOMC FALCON HOCK
FRIDAY, 1 PM!

BOWLING GREEN VS. GUELPH
€osy Admission! Just present uour
valid student I.D. ot the door for
admission. Students do Not need
to pick up a ticket in advance.

^k/ Congratulations to...#4fe|

1994 'Jiomecomincj
Queen

1726 B. Wooater Street
(Behind B.P. Station)

Worrell, Kelley, Robert Sheets
and Hawkins were students at
Watkins Memorial High School.
Daniel attends Whitehall High
School.

Sivttttst (Day ■ OctoSer 15

Her message was directed
toward change within the University Greek system. She advised Greeks to accentuate their
positives, which she has witnessed in her years of work with
the community since her son's
death.
"Demonstrate by example,"
Stevens said. "Do positive things
others can be proud of."

When you come to Bob
Evans, you are treated
like guests for a home
cooked meal.

after a newspaper carrier reported a fire in a barn about 1 1/2
miles away from the Sheets
home.

THE

4 oz. Hershey's Kisses and
Chocolate Roses for sale!
OCT. 10-14, UNION FOYER
10:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.

RESTAURANT

with stealing a firearm, arson,
tampering with evidence and
gross abuse ofa corpse. Daniel
also faces juvenile counts of
firearm theft and tampering with
evidence, said Fairfield County
Prosecutor David Landefeld.
If convicted as juveniles, the
two could be held until they turn
21. If convicted as adults, they
face life in prison.
Landefeld would not say what
prompted the killings.
"We want a fair trial for everyone associated with this," he said.
Man Young, 16, a classmate
and friend of Worrell's, said Worrell and Hawkins had dated
Sheets.
Young said Worrell knew that
Hawkins was looking for her the
night she disappeared.
"To a certain extent Abby knew
what was going to happen, but
she didn't think it would go this
far," Young said.
The Columbus Dispatch, quoting sources it did not identify, reported Tuesday that the girls
were at a party on Sept. 25, the
day they disappeared.
The newspaper said the girls
left a party near the Worrell's Pataskala-area home about IS miles
east of Columbus and later met
Sheets, got into his car and went
to his home.
They were shot in a field behind the Sheets' home, DeMastry
said.
Kelley was shot once in the
head; Worrell was shot three
times in the chest and once in the
head.
Their bodies were found Oct. 2

Continued from page one.

SW€€T€ST DRV Sfll€!

When's The Last
Time You Had A
Home Cooked Meal?

-Randy Ertman, father of one of the two
Texas girls raped and murdered by five
gang members to whom he spoke.

GULF

only a whiff of anti-regime undertones.
dize your own existence here at ly a blockade. It is a form of slow
Iraqis say they no longer have
the University," Stevens said. murder," said Mohammed, a the energy to oppose the rule of
"Because of secrecy, though, trader at a tawdry sidewalk ba- Saddam Hussein. They are too
there is no way of knowing how zaar where Iraqis sell personal busy trying to survive.
deep-rooted the problem really belongings like stuffed animals
is."
Medicine is scarce. The U.N.
and silverware to raise a bit of
sanctions allow Iraq to import
Since 1970, 74 hazing-related cash for food.
"They tried to topple the food and medicine, but it doesn't
deaths have been documented,
while 39 fraternity hazing deaths government of Iraq. But they have the money to pay for them.
occurred between 1980 and 1986. only succeeded in toppling the One woman wanted a painkiller
before undergoing a mastecTragically, many injuries and people," he said.
Mohammed gave only his first tomy. Friends scoured the town
abuses often go unreported or
name. In this country of 18 mil- for days and finally came up with
merely labeled accidents.
"While the most recent death lion, people are suspicious of one ampule just hours before
was physical, this type of hazing strangers and fearful of the operation.
is on the decline," Stevens said, mukhabarat, the dreaded secret
Government food rations re"Mental and psychological, police.
Three years ago, Iraq was rife cently were cut about 40 percent.
however, is on the rise and on the
with reports of uprisings against Before the cut, the rations of rice
law books."
According to Ohio law, both Saddam's regime. Now the talk is and flour were considered the
forms of hazing are illegal and mostly of organized crime with minimum needed to survive.
subject to prosecution.
Stevens said while physical
abuses leave noticeable disfigurement, mental abuses are just
»
as damaging, leaving the victim
•»
with invisible yet permanent
—— Oct. 15 is Sweetest Doy «^»»—
V
scars.
V
"Three factors always seem to
V
go hand In hand with each inci¥
dent - alcohol, peer pressure and
secrecy," Stevens said.
According to her documentation, alcohol is somehow
related to 97 percent of all hazing
deaths.
Call 2-7164 or 2-2343 tor more into.
Continued from page one.
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"You are worse than spit. You belong
in hell."

ACROSS
THE STATE

THE Crossword
ACROSS
1 Biting farnark
5 High m stature
9 Jawslry atone
13 Hawaiian feast
14Mountamtop
neat
15 Festival
tSSeedcoat
17 Clorhea henoera
18 Destiny
19 "Swan Lake."
e.g.
21 Evening alar
23 Two ofa kind
25 Shortly
26 Skies ol ooins
30 Tree abodes
33 Check
34 0o« peg*
36 Sets of players
38 In the pest
39 Laths
41 nedlne
42 Purple flower
45 Stride
46 Actor s pan
47 Titles
49 Added
condiments to
Si Soaai Insect*
53 Paid athletes
54 Rubber bands
58 Works dougft by
hand
62 Optical giaaa
63 Not widespread
6SHon**t
66 Deck officer
67 Vestige
68 How of seats
69 Sideslip
70 Dispatched
71 Facility
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Student veterans Festival features new artworks
support Clinton Corigllano to open program
with composition seminar

by Aaron Gray
The BC News
Two University students who participated in the 1991 Persian Gulf
War said they support Clinton's plan for intervention should Iraqi
forces invade Kuwait again.
"If proper measures are taken, I think we can prevent Saddam
Hussein from doing anything crazy," said Todd Kleismit, a junior political science and journalism major and city councilman. Kleismit
served in the Persian Gulf War for six months as a photojouraalist.
"Clinton seems to be handling things very well," Kleismit said.
"But right now [Hussein] holds all the cards." Norman Van Ness, a
junior journalism major, was stationed in the Persian Gulf in 1990,
but left shortly before fighting started. He said he also is in favor of
military action.
"I would even be in favor of a pre-emptive strike before Iraq does
anything." Van Ness said.
Judging from Hussein's past actions, Van Ness said there is no
question in his mind that Iraq is planning aggressive action and needs
to be stopped.
Kleismit said he would like to have seen more done during the first
military action against Iraq to prevent a need for intervention now.
"We should have done more to restrict Saddam politically," Kleismit said. "He should have been tried for war crimes or crimes
against humanity."
Kleismit said he feels that overall Operation Desert Storm was a
big success.
Van Ness said it is easy to say in retrospect that more could have
been done, but at the time everything seemed to go well.
"We could have stayed [in the Persian Gulf] longer, but at what cost
of American lives?" Van Ness said.
"Being a part of it, I don't think it could have been handled any better," he said. "The equipment and personnel were all top-notch. We
had all the best people for the job."

COALITION
Continued from page ofw-.
solution.
"If that turns out to be the most
feasible thing we'll certainly entertain that idea," said Jeff Stefancic, chief legislative officer of
USG.
Public safety was another important issue discussed at the
forum.
"I think [the Campus Escort

by Heather Cvengros
The BC News
The University will host its
ISth Annual New Music and
Art Festival Oct. 13-15. Composers from around the United
States will attend, as well as
one of America's currently
popular composers, John Corigllano.
The New Music and Art Festival, sponsored by the College
of Musical Arts, annually features composers and performing artists of international stature.
This year's event will feature
art and music created around
the theme of social consciousness. The schedule includes
concerts and appearances by
guest composers, as well as
panel discussions, lectures and
scholarly presentations.

"I think its an outstanding
program that deals with issues
concerning all of us," said Jacqueline Nathan, exhibition
program administrator at the
School of Art.
During Corigliano's three(.• ■ stay at the festival, there
Service] should be open later," will be non-concert activities
said Rachel Crough, USG Uni- open to the public. The composer will open the festival
versity Committees coordinator.
She said the service - at pre- with a composition seminar at
sent available only until 2 am. on 3:30 p.m. Thursday Oct. 13 in
weekends -- ought to be the Music Technology Studios,
2102 Moore Musical Arts
expanded.
Kover believes it is important Center.
Corigliano will also take part
to educate students about safety
more than the University is in panel discussions at 9 am.
on Friday Oct. 14 in Kobacker
already doing.
Hall and at 2:30 p.m. Saturday
Oct. IS in the Bryan Recital
Hall at the Moore Musical Arts
Center.
Other festival activities include a presentation of scholarly papers on topics in contemporary music at 11 am. Saturday Oct. IS in the Bryan Recital Hall.
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MANIA!
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A vast variety of sandwiches. And
X we'll deliver it to your door. So, sit
A back, relax in your easy chair and
V let us do the cooking!
/ Free*^
/ Delivery *
\ (save $1.00) I

"I think it's an
outstanding program
that deals with issues
concerning all of us."
Jacqueline Nathan
School of Art
award-winning "Symphony No.
1." The symphony, said to have
been written in a response to
the AIDS crisis, will be performed in concert at 8 p.m.
Saturday Oct. IS in Kobacker
Hall.
"I think the festival will be
very exciting this year,"
Brown said. "John Corigliano
is one of the major American
composers on the scene today."
In addition to Corigliano, 18
other guest composers from
around the U.S. are expected to
attend the festival for performances of their music.
Co-hosted by the College of
Musical Arts and the Fine Arts
Center galleries, the festival is
directed by Marilyn Shrude, of
the University's music composition faculty, and director of
the Mid-American Center for
Contemporary Music.

John Corigliano, one of the nation's most highly-touted composers, will visit the University of its 15th Annual New Music
and Arts Festival.
Aside from music, there will
be three visual exhibitions
also, Nathan said.
Artists will display installations combining visual elements and sound, social commentary, ways people deal
with the environment and environmental problems, as well

as printmaking displays,
Nathan said.
These displays will be in the
Dorothy Uber-Bryan Gallery.
All festival activities are
free and open to the public. For
a complete schedule of events,
the public may call the MidAmerican Center for Contemporary Music at 372-2685.

Composer has 'followed instincts'

Si £
■—

Compositions by Corigliano
scheduled for performance include "Poem in October" at 8
p.m. Thursday Oct. 13 in Kobacker Hall, featuring faculty
tenor Robert Bracey. "Gazebo
Dances" will be performed by
the Fall Wind Ensemble, conducted by Bruce Moss, director of band activities, at 2:30
p.m. Friday Oct. 14 in Kobacker Hall.
The Bowling Green Philharmonia, under the direction of
Emily Freeman Brown, will
close the festival with a performance of Corigliano's

John Corigliano, currently
being hailed as one of America's most important composers, will be the special
guest at the University's 15th
Annual New Music and Art
Festival.

His versatility can be heard
through a variety of critically
acclaimed works. "The Ghost
of Versailles," his first opera;
"Concerto for Clarinet and Orchestra," which premiered
under the direction of Leonard
Bernstein with the New York
Philharmonic; and scores to
such award-winning films as

Internship Opportunities with
TRINOVA Corporation
Students with majors in accounting, finance, marketing,
information systems or telecommunications are invited to apply
for an Interview for internship opportunities with TRINOVA
Corporation. Candidates must have a 3.0 GPA and have
completed at least four classes in their field of study. To apply,
contact the Cooperative Eduication Program Office located in
office »238 of the Administration Building.
TRINOVA will be contacting on-campus interviews on October
19 and 20. For further information, contact the Cooperative
Education Program Office at 372-2451.

TRINOVA
£\
X
<\
V

X

A.S Wings %
/Chip & Drin£

\ for $5.93 I
.V.M„ly-W coupon (to/
XoiMatkalarSM*./

Call 353-BWWW
bw-3 B.G.
176 E. Wooster
Bowling Green,Ohio

BUFFALO WILD WINGS & WECK

RadioActive
PRESENTS ITS FIRST EVER

"(Dating Qame"
Live from the Courtyard
in founders!
Come to founders and be fan oftfit show!
you. could win one of many JQUPL VRJZTSU
Listen every week!!
680 AM, WFAL
Wood Cable Channel 50

"Altered States," "A Williamsburg Sampler" and "Revolution." Three of Corigliano's
works will be showcased at the
festival.
"I'm very excited that John
Corigliano is coming to the
campus to work with students
and they will have the opportunity to work with someone of

his stature in the music world,"
said Emily Freeman Brown, director of the orchestra at the
University.
John Corigliano was born in
Brooklyn, N.Y. He received his
Bachelor of Arts degree at
Columbia University and also
studied at the Manhattan
School of Music.

A motorcycle operator license is more important than you think. The fact is,
unlicensed riders are over-represented in fatal crashes. So g< t \ a /
your license. While an afternoon at the DMV isn't much fun, havingXlf/
a license is something you can live with. MMIM urnr MMIm
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PRICES APPLY TO THE FOLLOWING BA 390,. DIO 101 104 204. 20S;
CHEM 125: ECON 202 203:GEOG 122, GEOL 100. 104, MKT 300:
POPC 200: PSYC 201. 307: SOC101

NEED LECTURE NOTES FOR ANY OF THESE CLASSES?
CALL "WRITE FROM CLASS" AT 352-0660 OR
STOP BY OUR OFFICE IN ROOM 66, FALCON PLAZA
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Candidates vie for seat

Council
olice
created
to avoid
lotter overlap

Incumbent claims campus activities, local
paper gives him education of government
by Cynthia Kent
The BC News

"[Working for The Sentinel
Tribune] was good experience.
It was helpful being a newspaper reporter because you
have to present a balanced
view of meetings," Gardner
said. "It gave me a solid understanding of local government."
In addition to being a reporter, Gardner was involved with
College Republicans and was
the chairman of Young Republicans in Wood County.
"I have always been interested and involved with politics
since high
school,"Gardner said. "When I
was a student at the University
in 1981,1 was a delegate to the
Republican National Convention."
After receiving his bachelor's degree in Social Studies
Education, Gardner began
teaching government and history at Otsego High School. He
taught there for five years be-

State representative candidate Randall Gardner says being involved in campus activities, such as College Republicans, and writing for T7ie Sentinel Tribune
has given
him the experience and
the education
he needs
about politics
and government.
During his
freshman
year at the
University, Gardner worked
part-time atThe Sentinel Tribune covering local government meetings, township
trustee meetings and University meetings and events.

fore being appointed State
Representative in 198S.
"I was fortunate. Most people get elected, and I was appointed. In 1986 I ran in my
first race," Gardner said.
Gardner was appointed by
the Wood County House Republican Caucus after an winning an election against two
other candidates.
During his candidacy, Gardner wrote and sponsored the
Sunshine Bill which made all
State Legislative meetings
open to the public.
"[The Sunshine Bill] was the
most important single bill that
I was involved in that passed,"
Gardner said.
Gardner said his main area
of concentration has been education, both higher education
and primary/secondary education. His campaign also focuses on government reform.

University student considers youthfulness, lack of political experience to be advantages in congressional campaign
by Cynthia Kent

for nine years thinking about
what has to be done," Purdy
said. "My ultimate decision to
run [for state representative^

The BC News
Youthfulness and a lack of
political experience are two
advantages Bruce Purdy, state
representative candidate and
University student, believes he
brings to his
campaign.
"'People
might consider [my
age]
a
hinderance
because I am
so young,"
Purdy, a
University
senior, said.
"My basic philosophy about
that is you cannot get experience unless you have the opportunity to gain experience."
As a student living in a university setting, Purdy said he
can understand the students'
needs better and start the election with totally new ideas,
"I haven't been in Columbus

"People might
consider [my age] a
hinderance because I
am so young."
Bruce Purdy
state representative candidate
based on the fact that I grew up
in Northwest Ohio and have
seen how [the region] has been
neglected."
An active member of College
Democrats and a Chief University Adviser for the Student
Court, Purdy said that involvement with campus activities has reinforced his decision
to go into politics.
"In 1992, during the last state

representative election, I saw
all kinds of things and issues
that could be dealt with in a
different way," Purdy said.
Purdy said education is his
main area of concentration
during his campaign. He is also
focusing on environmental issues such as pollution and
water reclamation.

by Robin Coe
The BC News

• A woman called police Oct. 4
to report that a man was harassing her in the parking lot of a
Wooster Street restaurant. According to the report, a middleaged man called the woman
"sweetheart." The man then began to rub his groin and say, "Bet
you'd like some of this." Police
said the man then drove away in
a blue van.
• Oct. 4 a resident of the 200
block of South Enterprise Street
reported that someone had
spray-painted the license plate,
rear window and trunk of his car.
According to the report, the man
said the paint looks like "the
color of a chocolate milkshake."
• Police reportedly caught a
man urinating behind a business
on East Wooster Street Oct. 5.
According to the report, the
urinating man was "allowed to
finish, then cited and released."
• The owner of a restaurant in
the 1000 block of North Main
Street reported Oct. 5 that on the
previous Saturday night two
males stole a "please seat yourself" sign. According to the report, the value of the stolen sign
was $75.
• A man reported someone
spray-painted "CB4" on the
trunk of his car Oct. 5. According
to the report, the resident's

daughter knew who had done the
spray painting.
• Police reportedly caught a
man urinating against a wall behind a downtown bar Oct. S.
When police approached the
urinating man, he reportedly said
"I did not want to wait in line
once I got inside."
• A man reportedly was
passed out in the street in front
of St. Aloysius Catholic Church
Friday.
• Police were called to a residence in the 400 block of South
Prospect Friday night to answer
a 911 call. When police arrived, a
resident reportedly told them her
son was throwing a temper tantrum because she would not let
him go outside, and that's why
the boy called 911. According to
the report, police explained the
proper use of 911 to the boy and
said they would not overrule his
mother's decision.
• A resident of the 100 block of
Clay Street reportedly called 911
Friday to report that she "fell
and cannot get up."

His ultimate goal is to make
sure the members of the community are represented, and he
has found that his best experience is going door to door to
find out what the people are
thinking and concerned about.
"If someone is running for an
office he or she should make an
attempt to talk to people in
different regions to find their
concerns," Purdy said.
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BELIEVE IT OR NOT, THIS GUY
IS IN CLASS.
Excitement and adventure is the
course description, and Aimy ROTC is
the name It's the one college elective
that builds your self-confidence,
develops your leadership potential

Hours:
Monday-Wednesday 12pm-2am
Thursday & Friday 12pm-4am
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and helps you take on the challenges of
command
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University organizations
will perfect their program
planning in a new coalition
formed by Undergraduate
Student Government President Jennifer Mathe and
University Activities Organization President Jodie
Castanza.
The Student Organization
Programming Council was
created to avoid overlaps in
University programs sponsored by organizations and
to form a cohesiveness between groups on campus.
One representative from
each group will participate
in the coalition, which is
also open to any other students interested.
"It's a cooperative organization that will allow
groups to serve the needs of
students," Mathe said.
The first council meeting
will be today in 112 Life
Science Building, from 5
p.m. to 6 p.m.

STUDENT RECREATION CENTER

"The students are here nine
months out of the year and
have the opportunity to make a
decision about what goes on in
the campus and the community," Purdy said.
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BG draftees upset
by NHL lockout
by Pat Murphy
The BG News

No words better capture the
feeling concerning the NHL
lockout than these:
"I think it kind of stinks," said
senior Falcon hockey player
Brian Holzinger.
Holzinger is one of five BG
players that have been drafted
by NHL teams. He, along with
Jason Clark, Quinn Fair, Todd
K elm an and Brandon Carper are
the present Falcons that have
been drafted, looking to earn a
living shooting a puck.
But hockey has become the
second casualty of impassible
labor-management negotiations.
In turn, their dreams of skating
for a living have been set aside
for the time being.
The league announced Tuesday
that last efforts to begin the
season on Oct. IS have ended.
The season will be delayed until
negotiations can resolve the issues.
"Sometimes it happens,
players don't agree with
owners," said Holzinger, the
124th pick in the sixth round of
the 1991 draft by the Buffalo Sabres.

The Falcon players try to put
aside the possible problems with
their future careers.
"I dont really think about it too
much. I am more worried about
getting there," said senior cocaptain Clark, a 1992 sixth round
pick of the Vancouver Canucks.
"I just want to make sure that
when the time comes to play in
the NHL I am ready," added Holzinger.
Some of the central issues that
keep the players off the ice are:
the division of revenue to small
markets; the institution of a rookie salary cap and free agency.
"I don't know if a salary cap is
the answer. I don't know if I am
for a salary cap or not. I don't
what I am for," Holzinger said.
The topic of Holzinger's indecision is the topic of debate for
NHL officials. So far 49 games
have been postponed and the
chance to salvage the entire
season has been lost.
"I look forward every year to
watching hockey, I have been doing that since I was two," added
Clark. "[The strike] gives it a bad
rap, it makes people look down
upon it."

The BG Ncwi/nic photo

Senior captain Brian Holzinger controls the puck In previous action. was a draft pick of the Buffalo Sabres. The Falcon hockey team opens
He, like his teammates. Is annoyed with the NHL lockout. Holzinger I its season Friday against Guelph.

Grant thinks Magic will contend
by Fred Goodall
The Associated Press

JACKSONVILLE, Fla. - Horace Grant has three NBA championship rings and designs on at
least two more.
The Orlando Magic's prized
offseason acquisition says his
new team is capable of contending for the Eastern Conference
title this season and will reign
over the entire league soon.
"I don't know if it'll happen this
year or next year, but I guar-

antee we will win a couple of
championships here before I retire," said Grant, who was part of
three title teams with the Chicago Bulls.
Grant's signing last month
heightened expectations that
were already high for a franchise
fortunate enough to obtain Shaquille O'Neal and Anfemee Hardaway in consecutive drafts.
The Magic won a club record of
50 games last season but lost to
the Indiana Pacers in the opening
round of the playoffs. Grant, a

29-year-old power forward, is
viewed as the tough defender and
rebounder needed to complement O'Neal and help the team
move to the next level.
"I played against him for five
years and hated it," the Magic's
Nick Anderson said. "I welcome
him with open arms. He's going
to take a lot of pressure off
Shaq."
The 6-foot-10, 235-pound Grant
cautioned against expecting too
much too soon.
Despite the Magic's potential,
it's difficult to imagine a team
going from having never won a
postseason game to winning the

Finals in one year.
"I dont think there's any question we have the tools and talent
to compete for the Eastern Conference title," said Grant, who
averaged 12.6 points and 8.6 rebounds in seven seasons with the
Bulls.
"But the fans and the city have
to be patient with us. This is a
new thing for myself and for the
team. We have to learn each
other and get to know each other
on the court. That takes time."
Grant, who became an unrestricted free agent after last
season, isn't worried about being
overshadowed by O'Neal and
Hardaway.
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By helping individual.-., families and business owners reach
their financial goals, American General Finance has
emerged as one of the nation's leading consumer finance
companies. With over L200 branches nationwide and $7.7
billion in assets, our sights are set on a promising future.
We are currently seeking part-time Telesales
Representatives to introduce our customer base to new
products and services. Representatives handle both
outbound and incoming calls. Flexible 12-19 hours per week
schedule is available. Hours vary from 3 p.m. to 9 pjn.,
Monday - Friday. Some Saturday hours are required. Onthe-job training is provided.
Qualified applicant should have a high school diploma
with one year telesales and/or retail sales experience. One
year of college preferred.
Please send resume to: American General Finance,
5305 Monroe St, Unit 5, Toledo, OH 43623 or call
(4191882-2712.
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owners made an "unfortunate
decision" and predicted a long
fight, much like the one that
NEW YORK -- Hockey has paralyzed baseball since
owners, all but admitting a full players in that sport struck
season won't be played, on Aug. 12.
"We see little reason for
Tuesday rejected a proposal
players hoped would end the hope," Goodenow said. "The
lockout that began Oct. 1 and NHL is not interested in the
said the entire season might fans, the game or the smallbe lost.
market clubs," Goodenow
NHL commissioner Gary said. "They are committed to
Bettman continued to avoid only one thing: a major fight
using the term "lockout" fol- with the players."
lowing the owners' four-hour
Owners want to eliminate
meeting, but he wouldn't spe- salary arbitration, cap rookie
culate on when the season salaries and get what Goomight start.
denow called a "confiscatory
"At this point, you would tax system aimed to operate as
have to believe it might last all a cap on salaries."
year," Boston Bruins general
"Their action every step of
manager Harry Sindon said. the way," Goodenow said,
"This is a business decision. "would lead one to believe
We cant be spending 20 and they are attacking the players
30 percent more on salaries and the association, no doubt."
each year until we're tapped
The lockout became the
out."
longest work stoppage in
Union head Bob Goodenow, hockey history Wednesday,
who presented the players' surpassing the 104m strike in
plan on Monday, said the April 1992.
by Ken Rappoport
The Associated Press
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Come help plan a variety of
entertainment events!

X
Join the SPOTLIGHT
\g,
ENTERTAINMENT
e^P
COMMITTEE!
Py
Meeting on Oct. 12, at
•
7:30, in room 330 Union.
»
call eS£@ at 2-2343 for
more info.

W@ PROTECT YOURSELF!
Self-defense mini course
$5 per person
sign ups - Oct. 10-14 (UAO office)
COURSE HELD ON OCT. 15 FROM 10 AM 3 PM
combative dance room in the rec center

DID YOU
KNOW?

• 1 In 4 college women
have experienced rape
or attempted rape
• rape does not gender
discriminate: it
happens
to MEN too.
More Info: 2-7164 or
2-2343
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Ball State
not levied
with more
probation

BG at Toledo
WMU at Ball St.
CMU at Akron
Miami at Ohio
Kent at Youngstown St.

BG
WMU
CMU
Miami
YSU

BG
Ball St
CMU
Ohio
YSU

Big Ten
OSU at MSU
Penn St. at Michigan
Northwestern at Minn.
Iowa at Illinois
Purdue at Wisconsin

MSU
Mich.
Minn.
Illinois
Wis.

MSU
Penn St.
NWestern
Illinois

Wis.

OSU
Mich.
Minn.
Illinois
Wis.

MSU
Penn St.
Minn.
Illinois
Wis.

NFL
Arizona at Washington
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh
Indy at Buffalo
LA Raiders at Miami
N.England at NY Jets
S.Fran at Atlanta
NY Giants at LA Rams
Phily at Dallas
San Diego at N.Orleans
KC at Denver (Mon.)

Arizona
Pittsburgh
Buffalo
Miami
N.England
S.Fran
LA Rams
Dallas
N.Orleans
Denver

Arizona
Pittsburgh
Buffalo
Miami
N.England
S.Fran
NY Giants
Dallas
San Diego
Denver

Washington
Pittsburgh
Buffalo
Miami
NY Jets
Atlanta
NY Giants
Dallas
N.Orleans
KC

Arizona
Pittsburgh
Buffalo
Miami
N.England
S.Fran
LA Rams
Dallas
San Diego
KC

TOLEDO -- The Mid-American
Conference Council of Presidents Monday overturned a proposed extension of the two-year
NCAA probation imposed on Ball
State for men's basketball recruiting violations, but approved
three other sanctions against the
university.
The presidents turned down a
request by the MAC compliance
committee that the Cardinals'
basketball program be placed on
an additional three years of conference probation after its NCAA
probation ends on June 3,1996.
Conference Commissioner
Jerry Ippoliti said the presidents
upheld the committee's three
remaining proposals, which included:
• Adopting and endorsing Ball
State's self-imposed corrective
actions and the sanctions imposed by the NCAA.
• Issuing a public reprimand
to the university and its men's
basketball program.
• Mandating that Ball State
forfeit its share of the basketball
fund of the MAC's 1995 NCAA
revenue distribution.
The council met via teleconference call to hear Ball State's
appeal of sanctions which the
committee issued Sept. 21.
Joe Hernandez, sports information director for Ball State,
referred calls Monday night to
faculty representative John
Reno. Reno's wife said he was out
of town and unavailable for
comment.
A university committee found
that four players received improper inducements, extra benefits and unauthorized financial
aid dating to the summer of 1989.
The NCAA put Ball State on
probation and took one men's
basketball scholarship away for
two years.

by Rusty Miller
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - Radio call-in
shows around Ohio have been
humming with criticisms of
Ohio State and coach John Cooper since Saturday's 24-10
loss to Illinois.
But Cooper has ignored his
critics, both on the radio and
in newspapers.
"This is the first time maybe
in my coaching career I haven't read a word or heard a
word since the game," Cooper
said Tuesday at his weekly
news conference.
Had he listened, he would
not have been pleased. One
Sunday morning call-in show
in Cincinnati, home of the
NFL's worst team and a winless college team, was filled
with vitriol directed at Cooper
and Ohio State.
Angry and disappointed callers also jammed the phone
lines on a pair of Columbus
radio stations Monday night.
All this because Ohio State
dropped to 4-2 (1-1 in the Big
Ten) and out of the Top 25 poll
for the first time since the
ninth week of the 1992 poll.
Cooper said he has avoided
the postgame dissections of
his team's playing not because
he is hurt by the criticism but
because he hasn't had time.

"I got up early Sunday and
went to wotk," he said. "I'm
not trying to be smart. I leave
in the morning before the
paper comes."
He has spent the early
mornings and late evenings
trying to devise a way for his
team to (1) make big plays
and, (2) stop allowing big
plays. Both figure to be
critical aspects as the Buckeyes prepare to play at Michigan State Saturday.
That game kicks off a treacherous second half of the
season that includes games at
home against Purdue (4-1), at
third-ranked Penn State (5-0),
home against No. 23 Wisconsin
(3-2), at Indiana (5-1) and at
Ohio Stadium against fifthranked Michigan (4-1).
While those teams have
combined to go 21-5, Ohio
State has yet to play an opponent that was above .500 at
kickoff.
Asked if it crossed his mind
that his team could finish with
a losing record, Cooper said,
"You don't sit here and think,
'Well, jeez, if we lose this
game, such and such is going
to happen.' I don't know of a
football coach who does that.
At least I dont."
The game, televised regionally by ABC, kicks off at noon.
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THE LOVE ZOMBIES
104 S. MAIN

353-0988
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Dating Game!!!!

©

Founders Quadrangle

To win. circle your picks on the left-hand side and then turn in the contest form in to The BG News, 210 West
Hall. In case of ties, a winner will be drawn by a member of The BG News. All entriesmust be submitted by 5
p.m. on Friday. Pat McCarthy. 520 E. Reed St. was last week's winner. He correctly selected 17 of 21 games.
Pat wins two tickets to see Rita Rudner on Parents Weekend courtesy of The Office of Student Activities.
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10pm - 12pm
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Live WFAL Broadcast
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Free!!!

Prizes
(5)

See the future.

Cooper blasted
on call-in shows

*fiGp$)

"Radioactive"

**Of Come watch, be a contestant, cheer them on!! *^0*
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FALCON HOCKEY HOME OPENER THIS FRIDAY - 7:00 P.M. ^
Just present your valid Student I.D. at the gate for admission. No prior ticket pickup required

CAROL CASSELL. PH.D.
AUTHOR OF TENDER BARGAINING
Wednesday, October 12,1994
at
The Eleanor Dana Center
Medical College of Ohio
Toledo, Ohio
Dr. Cassell states there are exciting opportunities which abound today and that
these opportunities can also lead to tough choices and decisions regarding the
balancing of one's personal and professional life. She will provide a fresh
perspective and practical skills for building more fulfilling, healthier relationships.
An evening of "tender bargaining" strategies will offer a solid framework for
understanding the dynamics of relationships between couples who are serious
about their careers and the partners they love.
Don't miss this opportunity to experience Dr. Cassell's engaging personality, her
unique presentation skills and her ability to make one think and act. For additional
information contact Planned Parenthood at 354-3540. Reservations $7.00
Program begins
Book signing and
at 7:30 p.m.
refreshments
RSVP by Oct. 9th
7:00 p.m.
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353-7272

Monday-Wednesday
Thursday-Saturday
Sunday

ONE 14" LARGE
ONE TOPPEVG

Additional Mooinoi *St aaeh
Nof val id wiHi any o«w coupon
Valid only ■ partdpalng iBrM

11 a.m. - 1 a.m.
11 a.m. - 3 a.m.
Noon - Midnight

What a Meal!

One 14" Large One Topping,
an Order of Breadsticks &
a Liter of Coca-Cola Classic

Additional Bpolnai 95e *ach
Not vaad <mn any oew coupon
Valid only al participating uoraa

* Nifty Nine Fifty
■ One 16" Extra
I Large Two Toppings

Additional lopplnat SSc each
Noi valid a»»i any oow coupon
ValK) only al pamopanng Moraa

Classifieds

The BG News
Wednesday, October 12, 1994

page eight
CAMPUS EVENTS
"BGPRO"
Jwn ut for Happy Hours a! 5:45pm ai Myles
Pizza Pub. Our meeting will be al 7pm m room
102 BA Our speaker will be Judy Pearson, director ol Communication and Development, to*
Greater Toledo Red Cross.
All majors welcome'
Oonlmissouli
"BGPRO"
~~~

-ATTENTION.

The parking o: behind
the University Library
Lot N* Loll 4
win be
CLOSED
Saturday. Ocl 15th from 9am - 4pm
•All cars will be towed at
owner's expense.

Are you HUNGRVFREE PIZZA"
Are you a member of ANY organization on
campus? I' you are then it <s your
responsibly to show up to the
STUDENT ORGANIZATION
PROGRAMMERS COUNCIL
TONIGHT 5 00 112 Life Science
Get interested .Got it done. Get involved1

BooAO BooAO BooAO BooAO
CANDY-GRAMS
fw sale OCT 18-20
10AM-4PM
send them to friends'
send them to lovers'
send them to everyone1
•ponsered by UAO
call 2-2343 for more info.

Interested m planning a variety ot smaller scaie
eniertainmoni lor campus ■ including comedians, musicians and mixers? Want to be involved with the largest student programming
board on campus'
THEN JOIN UAOS SPOTLIGHT ENTERTAINMENT COMMITTEEl MEETING ON
THURSDAY. OCT 13 AT 7:30PM IN THE
UAO OFFICE
Call 2-2343 lor more details
MODFl UN. DEADLINE
The BGSU Model U N Program is extending
its acceptance of applications until noon Friday. Oct. 14 Please note that the date of tie
naoonal conference m New York City has been
changed to April 10-15. 1995. If this new conference date fits your spring schedule you still
have time to apply Pick up and return your application to Rm am Williams Hall. _

NEED JOB EXPERIENCE?
DOES WASHINGTON DC SOUND LIKE A
GOOD PLACE TO GET THAT EXPERIENCE'
Find out how • come to the
WASHINGTON CENTER INTERNSHIP
INFO. SESSION
Thursday. Oct. 13 at 3:30pm
Faculty Lounge - 2nd Floor Union
Questions? Call Co-op Program. 2-2451

Psychology Dept Open House
Thus Oct 13.8-930 pm
Room 108PsycBidg.
For all freshmon psyc maiors
and other interested students
Sports loversi Journalism Majors' Everyone1
The University Chapter of the Society of
Professional Journalists presents Michelle
Kaufman, sports writer for the Detroit Free
Press, at 7 pm Wednesday in 121 West Hall.
AH are welcome to attend

Celebrate Hispanic Heritage Month
a Meea Obllcua Monthly Lecture Seriae
Presents:
Dr. A. Rolando Andrade
'Fatalism In Mexican Music'
12:00pm - Wednesday October 12
Campus Room, 3rd Floor Union
Celebrate Hispanic Heritage Month

WEIGHT TRAINING CUNIC
October 12
7-8 pm & 8-9 pm
Student Recreation Cenlsr
Mezzanine weight area (upstairs)
Come and learn more about
Nautilus ft Universal weight training!

DEAD
line
Friday October 14
PRAIRIE MARGINS
The Undergraduate Literary Magazine
DID IT? DONE IT? PUT IT IN
202C University Hall
Art. Poetry, and Fiction accepted

WFAL EUCHRE TOURNAMENT
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 15,2 PM
NORTHEAST COMMONS
WIN HUGE PRIZES!
S2 PER PERSON (BURSAR IT!)
ALL PROCEEDS BENEFIT THE LINK
CALL 372-2418 TO SIGN UP

ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION GROUP
This Wednesday at 9:00
1003 BAA
ALL WELCOME!

GOLDEN KEY
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY
General Meeting
101 BA
Wed .Oct 12.9:i5pm

GOLDEN KEY
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY
Application Deadline October 15
Reception October 30

WOMEN IN COMMUNICATIONS
Wednesday. Oct 12
730 pm. 103 BA
Speakers Bonnie Hunter ft Paula Gibson
Publisher A Editor of TOLEDO WOMEN TODAY
TOPIC: MAGAZINE JOURNALISM

LOST & FOUND
Reward for navy blue Jansport Pack & contents (Radio shack calculator. ID., Desk
Calendar, etc..) Please respond ASAP.
Thanks. Tom: 353-2928

SERVICES OFFERED
Suitar lessons available Cleveland professional guitarist insvuctor with 33 years of eipe'lence leaches ail types ol music Will take
people of all ages. II interested, please call
Charles K Lup-caai 354 7099.
HORSEBACK
RIDING/TRAIL
RIDES/RIDING LESSONS' RESERVATIONS NECESSARY. SLIPPERY ELM RIDING RANCH. 13596 W KRAMER RD., BOWLING GREEN. OH 4 .9-353-5403
Need a tutor?
YOU CAN COUNT ON
Alpha Lambda Delta
For more information contact the following:
ENGLISHJodiTrame: 2-1313
FOREIGN LANG /HUMANITIES-Andy
Phelps:2-4i52
MATH/COMP.SCIENCE-Kim Nettling; 2-4629
NATURAL SCIENCE Jessica Vaught: 2 5760
SOCIAL SCirNCr Karen Reiler: 2 6678
Pregnant? We can help.
Free & confidential pregnancy tests.
support and information.
BG Pregnancy Center
Call354-HOPE.

PERSONALS

THE THREE MOST IMPORTANT RULES
CONCERNING GREEK ACCESSORIES
1.THEGREEKMART
2. THE GREEK MART
3. THE GREEK MART
ANY QUESTIONS, 3530901

"ALL MAJORS:"
What is Hospitality Management?'
Come learn about the
Career Possibilities available
in rhe Hospitality Industry!
Monday.Oct. I7th,7 30pm
4000BA-X-2451
Beautiful Locationsl
■ATTENTION ALL UAO'ersYou are invited to attend
a round table discussion and
an open Board meeting on
Wed. Oct I2that9pmin
300 Moseley Hope to
see you there! Any questions
call the UAO office: 2-2343
-ATTENTION ALL UAO'ers-

ATTENTIONALL
Health. Psychology and
Communication related majors
Take your interest In these fields
and make it work for you.
Gam valuable experience as a
WELLNESS Consultant at the
Student Wetlness Center
during the 95-96 school year
Applications are available at
The WELL. Rec Center and in your
residence hall. The deadline for
applications is Oct. 27
SOACTFASTiM
For more info

CAl t 3728303
ATTENTION CAMPUS LEADERS
Omicron Delta Kappa, the Nation's largest and
most respected leadership honor society, is
once again accepting applications. Applications can be picked up in 405 Student Services
and an* c. ,,< Oc: ?fi by 5 00r,-^
BGSU LACROSSE PRESENTS
Falcon Cup XI
10 team lacrosse tournament
October 15.16 at intramural fields
Saturday - all day, Sunday -final al 1 00
T-shirts for sale at field

This Saturday • Oct. 16

THE SWEETEST GIFT
OF ALL.
$QO Arranged
Ww per dozen

October 10-October 21
BETA ALPHA PSI AND
THE ACCOUNTING CLUB
ANNUAL FOOD DRIVE
Please Help Out Our Local Salvation Army
On-Campus Collection Spots (Every day)
8 30am • 4 30pm Math Soence Building
8 30am-4:30pm BA Building
Off-Campus Collection Spots on Oct 15
Walmart - 9.00am - 3 00pm
Churchills 9 00am ■ 3 00pm
THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT"!"
SIGMA KAPPA * DANIELLE MERRIMAN
The sisters ol Sigma Kappa
would like to congratulate
Danie'le Mernman on a
"job well done" with her
concentration camp presentation'
We were all impressed!
SIGMA KAPPA * DANIELLE MERRIMAN
SWEETFSTDAYSAIEI
UAO is sellmg40Z HERSHEY'S KISSES
and CHOCOLATE ROSES!
(There's a limited quantity, so buy them last")
OCT.10-14TH
UNION FOYER; 10;00AM-4:00PM
Send them to roommates. Inends. and sweeties!
SWEETEST DAY SALE!
SWEETEST DAY SALE"
UAOis selling 40Z. HERSHEY'S KISSES
and CHOCOLATE ROSES!
(There's a limited Quantity so buy them fast')
OCT. 10-14TH
UNION FOYER; 10:0OAM-4:O0PM
Send them to roommates. Inends. and sweeties'
SWEETEST DAY SALE!
SWEETEST DAY SALE'
UAO is selling 40Z HERSHEY'S KISSES
and CHOCOLATE ROSESI
(There's a limited Quantity so buy them last')
OCT.10-14TH
UNION FOYER; 10:00AM-4:00PM
Send them to roommates, friends, and sweeties'
SWEETEST DAY SALE'
SWEETEST DAY SALE'
UAOs selling «OZ HERSHEY'S KISSES
and CHOCOLATE ROSES!
(There's a limited Quantity, so buy them last1)
OCT. 10-14TH
UNION FOYER; 10:00AM-4:00PM
Send them to roommates, friends, and sweeties '
SWEETEST DAY SALE'
Tan'Tan'Tant
Campus Tanning
Month Unlimited'$30
Close to campus
6 beds'352-7889
The Honors Student AssociaDon
would like to
CONGRATULATE
the newly elected freshman reps
Megan Ayers-Fundraising
Anita Zuber-Public Relations
Wendy Vanderwaii-Newletter
Sandy Johnson Philanthropy

The Hyatt Regency In
Beaver Creek, Colorado
has openings lor Spring OR Summer
positions lor IPC, Rsc, Edu, Sport
Mgml, or ANY major interested in the
Hospitality iipid Interviews on Oct. 18
Apply with resume to Co-op:
238 Admin, x-2451

Female roommate - Spnng Semesler
Close to campus $224/mo. (mcl. util.)
Own room. Call 352-1886
Roommate wanted. Own Room.
Non-smoker. $150 ♦ utN.

Lance - 655-3084
HSAHSAHSAHSAHSA
Roses are red,

Violets are blue,
Sweetest Day is around the comer.
And HSA has carnations foryoul
HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA

Always Available

Ice Beer Nighi at Brathaus
Wednesdays and Thursdays All Night
Also, Long Island Ice Tea for Si

Call us for great gift ideas.

Order Now To Insure Timely Delivery!
43 Hr. Guarantee

KLOTZ FLOWER FARM
906 Napoleon Rd.. B.G. • 353-8381
HOURS Mon. Fri 8 lo 5 30. SnI 8 lo 4: Oprn Sun Noon lo 4

CREDIT CARDS A CCEPTED
•Northw—I Qhlo'l Moat CompMm FloricMurU Shopping Eiparfaneaf"

Intramural Entries Due:
Men's Bowling - Wed. Oct. 12
All entries due with forfeit fee by 4:00pm in 130
Field Hot.se of due dale
Mary Kay Sale 20% off
Everything in stock
Call 353-6115, ask lor Karen
ME? TEACH? WHY NOT'' Applications are
available in, SAO. 405 Student Services for
UNIV 100 facilitators. This class will give you
an opportunity to teach first year students
about college life and develop your leadership
skills next fall. Info Sessions lor Students will
be held on Oct. 13 at 5pm in 102 BA Info Sessions will be held for Staff and Graduate Student Facilitators on Oct. 12 at 5pm m 115BA
Applications are due October 24.

Subleaser needed for 1 bedrm. apt.
Close D campus. Available immediately.
Call 354-6015. leave message
WANTED t female subleaser
Close B Campus FREE CABLE.

352-2062

Exotic Western Boots Handmade Python, Lizard, eel snake. Osinch and more, leather luggage bags, purses, attache cases, at wholesale prices 419 986 5705

GE Microcassene recorder with AVR for sale.

$30OBO.
372-4292

MACINTOSH Computer. Complete system
including printer, only $500.
Call Chris at 800 289-5685

NOW HIRING
Bartenders, Banquet Servers, Wan staff

$3.00/hr.
pt time 4 Full-time available
Terrace Cafe • Days Inn Fmdlay
Exit 159. Off 1-75

Mountain Bike
i992Cannondalei9"
Make Oner

353-0136

Our company is looking for individuals who
want to gam management experience next
summer. Earn $6,000 - $10,000 per summer
The early bird gets the worm. 1-800-887-1960.

Super Nintendo
Is not even lyr ok)
5 games, almost brand new.
hardly used. $200 or negotiable
Theresa 354 7099

Part-time help at a local tire shop
with inventory and tire changing.
Contact Terry: 353-8312.
SHUTTLE DRIVER Providing transportation
tor adults with mental retardation/developmental disabilities can be a rewarding challenging career opponunity. One
substitute and one part-time position available.
Pan-time position. 50 hours biweekly, variable
hours. Salary $6 00 hourly (increase after 120
days. $7 75 $9 93 hour depending upon experience). Excellent Benefits. Substitute position,
vanable hours. Salary $6.00 hourly. 5 years
driving experience needed Application deadline is 10/14/94. Application may be obtained
from the Wood County Board of MR/DD. Personnel Services Department. 11160 E.Gypsy
Lane Rd, Entrance B, BG, 8 00am-4:00pm.
EOE

FOR RENT
1BDRU. AVAIL.
in a NEW 2 bdrm. apt. $225. mo
Call 353-6127
1-2 Subleasers Needed. Great location Low
rant. Call 353-7056 and leave message.
Pre-Grad Student Only
Key locked bedroom New home w/
freedom ol home. Rent negotiable
1 mile from college. Call 354-6117.

IAS P. International is looking for highly motivated, hard working students lo fill management pos'iions for the summer of 1995. Gam
valuable experience m marketing, management, business and roceive college credit.
Great opportunity to bu<ld your resume and
earn $7,0O0-$9.0O0. Positions available in all
Cloveland suburbs, Akron. Canton. Lima, and
Sandusky. For more information call Matt
Scherer before October 31, al
1 800 543 3792.
Van driver, part time position to provide transportation to and from sooal service agency.
Must be between 21 - 65 and have a valid
driver's license and excellent dnvmg record.
Submit resume to P.O. Box 738, Bowling
Green.OH EOE.
VEHICLE AIDE SUBSTITUTE Monitoring
adults with mental retardation/developmental
disabilities while in transport can be a rewarding and challenging career opportunity. Substitute position, 7:00am-9:00am and
2 30pm-4 30pm Salary $5.45 hourly Experience not required. Application deadline is
i0-14.94 Application may be obtained from
the Wood County Board of MR/DO. Personnel
Services Department, 11160 E. Gypsy Lane
Road. Entrance B. BG. 8:00am-4pm. EOE.

DINNER
if

FOR SALE
VI Awesome Spring Break'
Early Sign-up Specials' Bahamas Party Cruise
6 Days $279' Includes 12 Meats & 6 Parties!
Cancun A Jamaica $439 Air From Columbus'
1 800 678 6386.

'84 Honda Accord
Loaded. 5-speed
$1600,353-9065

3-4 subleasers needed for Spring '95. Three
bedroom apt. across the street from campus.
Close lo the bars, newty remodeled. Call
352-3444 after S'OO

Atan Pocket Portfolio Computer. Like new,
nevet used, four languages, Lotus 1 -2-3, must
sell First $250 419-986-5705

Nanny needed. Now York City Call Heather for
inlo. 216-647-5501 Call after 6pm or on weekends

WANTED

9am until 4pm

Don't forget your someone special
this Sweetest Day.

Environmentalists
TIRED OF BUMPER STICKER
POLITICAL ACTIVISM?
Citizen Action would like to remind you that environmental ism is alive & well in the 90s In a
time when i in 4 people get cancer, isnt it time
to get involved A make a difference? Join our
national campaign to stop cancer-causing pesnodes. 4-10pm M F pd training 241-7674 lor
interview.

T-shirts for sale at field

i Female subleaser for Spring '95
semester. Free shuttle service
to campus. Call Shona: 353 6828.

1989 Ford Escort LX
2 Door Hatchback
Asking $1100 Brett 353-9716

CP Unit Tandy 386 33mhz
$400 or negotiable
CD Rom Compatible
Theresa 354-7099

VI Awesome1
Spnng Break Early Specials! Panama City
Oceanview Room With Kitchen & Free Bus To
Bars $129' Daytona (Kitchens) $159' Cocoa
Peach $159' Key Wesi $229' 1 -800-678-6386.

Great prices!
1 for $1 00 or 1/2 dozen for $4 00

Single Flowers

EARN $500 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home.
Send long SASE to: Country
Living Shoppers. Dept Ul.
P O. Box 1779. Denham Springs.
LA 70727

Travel Free' Spring Break '95'
Guaranteed lowest prices to Jamaica. Cancun.
Florida. South Padre Book early and save
$$$$' Organize group' Travel Free' Call Sun
Splash Tours nowl 1 -800-426-7710.

Honors Student Association
Sweetest Day Carnation Sale
Ocl. 10th until fw 14th
m Union Foyer

Dozen Roses Boxed '

CONSTRUCTION CUSTOMER SERVICE
POSITION AVAILABLE.Part-time. Toledo
area. Must have reliable transportation. Ideal
for a student majoring in Construction Technology • could lead to a coop position next
semester. It interested, call Peg at (419)
866 8232 or fax your resume to 866-4?98

BGSU LACROSSE PRESENTS
Falcon Cup XI
10 team lacrosse tournament
October 15,1 S at intramural lields
Saturday-all day. Sunday-final at 1 00

Celebrate Hispanic Heritage Month
U Mesa Obllcua Monthly Lecture Series
Presents:
Dr. A. Rolando Andrade
'Fatalism in Mexican Music'
12:00pm - Wednesday October 12
Campus Room. 3rd Floor Union
Celebrate Hispanic Herltsge Month

Beautiful long
stemmed roses. f\^

MODEL UN DEADLINE
The BGSU Model U N Program is extending
its acceptance of applications until noon Friday, Oct. 14. Please note that the date of the
national conference in Now York City has been
changed to April 10-15, 1995. If this new con
ference date fits your spring schedule, you still
have time to apply. Pick-up and return your applications at Rm. * 111 Williams Hall.

146 North Main Bowling (ireen

PERMANENT
HAIR REMOVAL
by

ELECTROLYSIS
Mary Naas, R.N., C.T.
Licensed by The Ohio
State Medical Board

Let the

BG News

CALL NOW

Brighten Up
Your Day!!!

for an appointment
Victorian Salon
325 E. Wooster

• 1-642-5501 «

HELP WANTED
$1500 weekly possible mailing our circulars'
For info call 202-298 9065
Asian would like an English tutor
Flexible schedule $5.00/hr
354-5124
Boy with car for outside yard work and fall
deanup.Call 666-4527.
Choir Director (or adults and/or children. Also
need an intenm Director until position filled.
Send resume of music exp. & ref. to the First
Christian Church. 675 Haskms Rd.. BG 43402.
c/o Carol Baliard. by Oct. 24

BRAKE PADS & SHOES

50% 8£
LIFETIME

AC I ow AS

' MUFFLERS^!1
I
Save on our oompktfe Inventory ol tap queiTy,
I
Itetime warranted mufflers • good for as long ee
|_ y^ownjrouro« _
_ R10/12J

Tuffy
Auto Service
Centers
TUFFY DOES IT RIGHT!
8583444
1087 S. MAIN ST.
NEXT TO PIZZA HUT
Monday ■ Friday 7:80 ■ 7:80
Sat 84 •Sun. 184

Ihe
tittle
Shop
r
(
(
Jo^fALL
9
oiixS
nfeETES
i
(Day
O^BBDS
Cards • Gifts • Greek Merchandise • Clothing • School supplies • BGSU Merchandise •
University Union • M-Th 8:30 - 5:30 • F 8:30 - 5:00

372-2962

